Premium
Dedicated Servers
Providing ultimate level of
customizability and control, Host1Plus
Premium Dedicated Servers are
suitable for a large private cloud,
full-stack application cluster or disaster
recovery site deployments.
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Product Overview
Three words: peace of mind. Host1Plus

Bare metal does not mean “bare control” -

As with Host1Plus Instant Dedicated

has been a well-established hardware

powered by Host1Plus public API you can

Servers, with Host1Plus Premium

distributor partner for years. We are

take control of all server actions and get

Dedicated Servers everything is

taking this further by taking care of

insights into usage statistics much in the

dedicated, nothing is shared - so you

hardware customization, ordering,

same way as with a Host1Plus Cloud

know the resources you are paying for will

logistics and maintenance, so that you

solution.

be there when you (or your application)
expect them to be.

can concentrate on your business
growth.

Platforms

IPv4 and IPv6

Current gen x86 Intel or AMD, ARM

IPv6 enabled by default

Multi-GPU enabled servers

Ability to add large subnets

Operating systems
API
Systems, including stable versions of

Server control and usage statistics
functionality is exposed via public API
Storage

Windows Server 2012 and 2016.

An add-on scalable iSCSI block
storage for cold data (soon)

Statistics
Detailed network statistics
Network
Multiple upstream providers and
Internet exchanges
Dedicated bandwidth options
available
Custom routing or cross-connect
options available
Web interface
Feature rich and intuitive single pane
of glass

Locations
Chicago, US
Los Angeles, US
São Paulo, BR
Frankfurt, DE
Johannesburg, ZA
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Use
Cases

Enterprises
When you are in need of a disaster recovery site,
building a private cloud solution or require your
data to be well connected and secure close to a

enterprise needs.
With full virtualization and Trusted Compute
support, Host1Plus Dedicated Servers are
opening the doors to global markets which
otherwise would be too cost prohibitive to get
into.

Hosting Companies
worrying about total cost of ownership or
maintenance costs. Take control of your stack while
having an ultimate control programmatically via API.

Data Intelligence and Security
Driven by data protection regulations or internal
corporate security policies? – no problem. Host1Plus
Premium Dedicated servers is the shared-nothing
solution, where you have full control of data
processing and storage stacks.
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